
Cubed Circle Newsletter 189 – Money in the Bank Go-Home Show & Mid-South from 1982!

We (Ben Carass) return this week with a look at Monday's go-home show for Money in the Bank, 
which was one of the worst editions of RAW of the last year, NXT with Samoa Joe's in-ring debut, 
and the pay-off to months worth of build to the “fan-voted” dream match with Ben's first look into 
1982 Mid-South television!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor 

Dusty Rhodes Notes
Ryan Clingman

Tragic news broke this week as one of professional wrestling's most legendary and colourful 
characters, Dusty Rhodes, passed away unexpectedly at the age of 69 in Orlando. Whilst I was born 
long after the end of Rhodes' career as an active performer, perhaps more so now than ever, his 
promo work stands as a prime example of wrestling as not only performance art, but performance 
art of a high order. It would be easy to quote the 'Hard Times' promo or many of Dusty's most 
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famous and highly touted promos above or below this paragraph, but unlike Warrior's final speech 
on RAW, much of the magic in those interviews came from Dusty's delivery, which would 
obviously be lost in text. However, I am confident that a great deal of those reading this have 
already rewatched, or discovered for the first time, some of Rhodes' finest works over the past few 
days –  and for those who haven't, I implore you to do so.

I do not plan on writing any extended piece on the death of Rhodes for the reasons of newsletter 
time constraints on my part, outlined a few issues ago, and that those with a greater 
knowledge/personal connection to Rhodes have commented on his death, or are planning to do so 
within the coming month. It should be noted that all of the below reports were written before the 
events of Thursday. I highly recommend Dave Meltzer's show with Rob Naylor, who worked 
together with Rhodes at the WWE Performance Center, for a personal look at Dusty as a 
personality.

RAW Ramblings – June 8th 2015.
Smoothie King Arena: New Orleans, LA.
Ben Carass.

With a couple of very rare exceptions, RAW has been a terribly conceived, poorly executed, atrocity
of a pro wrestling program for well over a year at this point. Hell, you could even go back to the 
end of 2013 when HHH turned heel and they proceeded to bury everybody on the roster, Daniel 
Bryan in particular, as a pivotal point in this creative cesspool the company has been stuck in for 
what seems like an eternity. Long stints without Brock Lesnar on TV, CM Punk walking out, 
Daniel Bryan’s injuries, breaking up the Shield are just a few of the reasons for this horrendous 
stint of television and realistically only the latter could have been avoided. There’s a lot more to it 
than that obviously, like heel authority figures emasculating all the top talent, the beyond-stale 
Kane & Big Show in main event roles, parity booking that gets nobody over, rehash after rehash of 
formulaic angles and feuds on a three hour TV show which is generating new levels of abject 
apathy from the live crowds and television viewers. Basically, the WWE product is, and has been 
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for some time, insufferably wretched. That being said, the go-home show for Money in the Bank 
was THE WORST show of 2015 by a wide margin. 

Things started off decent enough with the one bright spark in the company, the John Cena/Kevin 
Owens feud. It was the first time in I don’t know how long that the Authority didn’t start the show 
with 20 minutes of insignificant rambling. Instead, Cena cut a promo about his match with Owens 
being, “the most anticipated rematch in WWE history.” – When the top babyface is spitting out 
ridiculously preposterous lines that not even his core fan base of 8 year olds believe, you know the 
writing on the show is in serious trouble. Anyway, Owens came out and said after 10 years 
everybody was sick of Cena then declared he was issuing an NXT title open challenge. Cena tried 
to accept, but Owens told him he had to wait until Sunday for their match and Neville came out to 
answer the challenge. They had a good 14 minute match, not as good as their NXT TV match from 
February 18th however. Cena was on commentary and was so unbelievably bland and mechanical 
he came off like A GUY and not the biggest star of his generation. Owens won with the pop-up 
powerbomb then invited Cena into the ring. Cena obliged but Owens skipped out with his title. 
Yes, one of the guys in the MITB ladder match was beaten, but it has already been established that 
Neville is Evan Bourne 2.0, so there isn’t much point in getting worked up about that and aside 
from Cena’s T-800 delivery on commentary, this segment was head and shoulders above everything
else on this deplorable show. 

The final build for the Seth Rollins/Dean Ambrose WWE world title ladder match consisted of 
Ambrose sending out Instagram pictures of himself around New Orleans posing with the WWE 
title belt. Rollins was so enraged, HHH & Steph, who only appeared in two backstage skits, 
allowed him to pick his opponent for the night. Later, J&J offered to be in Seth’s corner at MITB 
but Rollins took offence and they argued which led to a main event of Rollins vs. J&J Security in 
a handicap match. So the heel champ fought off his two heel minions in a match that was beyond 
stupid and which started 3 minutes into a 17 minute overrun.  Ambrose had made his way to the 
arena and sat in the front row to watch the match. Finish saw Ambrose jump the rail and slide the 
WWE title into the ring; Rollins was distracted and Joey Mercury pinned the WWE World 
Heavyweight Champion in the main event of Monday Night RAW in 2015. Ambrose gave 
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Rollins his DDT then climbed up one of the prop ladders and posed with the belt to close the show. 
My goodness was this whole thing idiotic. They could not have made Rollins look like a bigger 
geek if they tried; oh, and getting pinned by Mercury? They might as well have just told everyone 
that Rollins is winning and getting his belt back on Sunday. – Truly awful stuff. 

Everything Else SUCKED: Nikki Bella cut a typically terrible promo, devoid of any believability 
then she beat Summer Rae in 2:20 of a match where the only fun came from trying to guess who 
the heel was. The top of the second hour had one of the worst segments of all time: Roman Reigns 
came out and was mercifully cut off by Kane, however Kane was constantly interrupted by all the 
geeks in the MITB match. Dolph Ziggler, Kofi Kingston with New Day, Sheamus, even R-Truth 
came out, but Kane told him he wasn’t even in the MITB match and Truth apologised then just 
went to the back. Finally, Randy Orton showed up and after everyone spewed out their horrible 
dialog Kane booked Orton vs. Sheamus, because everyone knows that is a match the fans just 
can’t get enough of. Like last week, it ended in a DQ after 13 minutes of boring action when Orton 
hit Sheamus with a chair; Randy laid out Sheamo with an RKO to bring to an end an absolute 
travesty of a segment. So after 90 minutes wherein we had 3 matches totalling 29:20, we were 
treated to Kane vs. Dolph Ziggler w/Lana. It was no good at all. Rusev showed up and yelled at 
Lana, who fell off the stage in the fakest manner possible and sold her ankle like death. Geek 
Ziggler was distracted and pinned by Kane with the chokeslam at 9:40. A bunch of refs came out to
check on Lana then later she was shown with Ziggler in the trainer’s room. Top of the third hour 
was a 15 minute Miz TV segment with Ryback; it was death. Big Show plodded out and after more
talking that nobody cared about, Ryback hit Show with shellshock and gave away the one spot in 
their IC title match at Money in the Bank which could have actually gotten a reaction.

 Luke Harper & Erick Rowan squashed Los Matadores with the 3D and JBL said, “they call that
The Way!” Harper & Rowan cut a promo afterwards and told everybody they should be afraid. – 
This was probably my second favourite thing on the whole show. Big E downed Titus O’Neil in 
3:05; nobody cared. Roman Reigns had an acceptable 12 minute match with Kofi Kingston and 
won with the Superman punch, but by this point in the show it was hard to take anything seriously. 
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If you have not seen this show, whatever you do, DO NOT subject yourself to this abortion of a pro 
wrestling program. Do ANYTHING ELSE instead: go for a walk, read a book, watch the women’s 
World Cup, slam a car door on your hand over and over again, anything. 

WWE NXT – June 10th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL. 
Ben Carass.

Show opened with a hype package for, “the most anticipated debut in NXT history”: Samoa Joe.
Zack Ryder & Mojo Rawley vs. Elias Sampson & Mike Rolles. – Ryder & Mojo over in 4:55. –
Mojo did some goofy dancing, not awesomely wacky 80’s babyface dancing mind you, it was more 
like drunk douchey frat boy dancing. Ryder actually sold for the geeks just so Mojo could make a 
comeback. The new Broskis won with a double team Ruff Ryder. – Poor Ryder. He’s going the 
same way as his old partner, Curt Hawkins, who was in complete obscurity on the main roster then 
sent down to NXT for a short time before ultimately being released. I wouldn’t be surprised if the 
same happened to Ryder, because his team with Mojo is absolute death.

A Dana Brooke vignette aired. She flexed, posed, talked about how perfect she is, used the word 
“haters” and generally was uninteresting. Get ready for the new season of Tough Enough with a 
bunch of Dana Brooke clones.

Emma vs. Blue Pants. – Emma via submission at 4:35. Blue Pants was super over and the fans 
chanted, “Happy birthday” as it was apparently her birthday. Emma jumped Pants from behind to 
get the heat; it was kind of clunky in places but Emma did a decent job of holding things together 
with a lot of unexciting chinlocks. Pants made a poor comeback with some weak looking kicks then
Emma cut her off and won with the Muta-lock. – This went way too long for what was essentially a 
squash for Emma.

Enzo, Big Cass & Carmella were with Devin in the back. She said they were booked against 
Blake, Murphy & Alexa Bliss next week. They all took turns at speaking; Carmella was annoying, 
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Enzo had good delivery, although I had no idea what he was talking about then Big Cass did a 
decent job of actually talking about beating Blake & Murphy.

Tyler Breeze vs. Bull Dempsey.  – Breeze over in 2:50. Breeze worked as the face and sold 
forever. The finish blew my mind and absolutely buried poor Bull 6ft deep: Breeze ran around the 
ring and Bull got blown up, to which the fans chanted, “Cardio”. Breeze continued to run around 
the ring until Bull was dead and he rolled him in the ring and hit the Beauty shot for the win. – Bull 
has got to be on the list during the next round of releases; there is no way he can come back after a 
finish like that.

Becky Lynch vs. Jessie McKay. – Becky via submission at 4:20. So Becky’s new gimmick is a 
Steam Punk; err, OK. McKay got a lot of offence in; holds and such. Becky made her comeback 
and hit a nice hammerlock Northern-Lights suplex. She then did her ugly looking legdrops and the 
crowd chanted, “Better than Hogan.” They couldn’t have been more wrong. Becky won with the 
Nagata Shirome armbar, which Rich Brennan called the, “Dis-GUSS-ted armbar”. You know, 
because Becky has a funny accent. This company.

William Regal was in his office and announced that Kevin Owens would be on commentary for 
Samoa Joe’s debut. Bull Dempsey walked in eating some RED DORITOS!!! Regal told him he 
had a problem and Bull said he gassed out earlier because he was “up all night training”. Regal 
looked appalled and told Bull to get his act together, but Bull just shrugged his shoulders and pulled
a chocolate bar out of his tights, which he duly began to munch on. – So Bull Dempsey is the new 
Buddy Rose? I have no words. I could understand a fat shaming segment on RAW or something, I 
mean its Vince McMahon down to a tee, but I like my NXT free of comedy aimed to please a 70 
year old man. Maybe Vince asked HHH to see a segment from NXT to see how the kid is running 
the ship down there and HHH demanded something that the old man would find funny.

Jason Jordan was with Greg Hamilton in the locker room. He talked about having a new tag team
partner; Chad Gable showed up and wanted to be Jordan’s partner again.  Jordan said “no”, 
Gable gave him another towel then wrote his name next to Jordan’s above his locker. Considering 
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Jordan and Gable have been teaming for months at house shows as Shoot Nation, this angle is 
completely stupid.

Baron Corbin vs. Angelo Dawkins. –Corbin at 2:22. The fans have turned on Corbin and chanted 
that he sucked, apart from the few obligatory shrieks from the females in attendance. Corbin won an
uneventful enhancement match with his move.

Samoa Joe vs. Scott Dawson. – Joe over in 3:43. Kevin Owens was on commentary and he put his
arm around Byron Saxton then patted him on the head. It was great. Action was slow at the start 
then Joe turned it up and hit a couple of his signature moves, including the ST-Joe then hit the hit 
the Muscle Buster for the finish. After Tyson Kidd was injured taking the move in that dark match 
this might be one of the only times we get to see Joe use the Muscle Buster on TV before it is given 
the banhammer.  Post-match, Joe called Owens down to the ring for “the fight the world wanted to 
see.” Owens called Joe an NXT rookie then said he had to earn a title shot and didn’t deserve a shot
at the title after just one match. William Regal showed up and booked Owens vs. Joe in a non-title 
match for next week. Joe smiled and Regal gave Owens a smug look as the announcers hyped 
Owens’ match with Cena at Money in the Bank and the match with Joe next week. 

Joe’s debut was fine, he looked good and all, however the fact that he was in there with Scott 
Dawson just shows the disparity in talent on the NXT roster. Nothing against Dawson, he’s 
perfectly fine, even good, however he is far from an impressive “name” for Joe to beat in his first 
match. There are the top stars like, Owens, Joe, Balor, Itami and to an extent Breeze, then there is 
a massive drop off in terms of talent and name value, with very little middle ground between the 
main eventers and the Bull Dempseys, Scott Dawsons and the rest of the prelim gang. 
There was a lot going on this week. 6 matches is way too many for a one hour format, especially 
when virtually all of them were squashes. Still from a historical stand point, the in-ring debut of 
Samoa Joe makes this show, or at least the main event, worth checking out.
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Mid-South Wrestling (TV #123)
January 14th 1982
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

1982 is here! Ric Flair is enjoying his first reign as NWA World Heavyweight Champion, I’m still a
good 4 years away from being born, and at the Irish McNeil Boys Club Boyd Pierce was once 
again joined by Cowboy Bill Watts. Boyd hyped, “One of the greatest shows of all-time!” and 
excitedly announced the second place Dream Match would be the main event of the show featuring,
the Samoans & Ernie Ladd vs. Dusty Rhodes, JYD & Andre the Giant. Boyd said over 
“100,000” votes had been sent in to the TV station and Watts recapped the first place Dream Match
of Ted Dibiase & Paul Orndorff from missing episode #122. Apparently, Orndorff won and lost 
the North American Heavyweight title in the space of 60 seconds during a special stipulation match 
with Dibiase.

Brian Blair vs. The Monk. – Blair over in 3:45. Basic enhancement match for the young babyface,
Blair. Blair did a wacky amateur cross body ride then a “banana split”, which Watts called with the 
utmost legitimacy. Blair dominated the jobber, Monk, who landed an ugly suplex and a backdrop 
but Blair came back to win with an Abdominal Stretch into a cradle.

6-Man Dream Tag Team Match: JYD (Mid-South Tag Champ), Dusty Rhodes & Andre the 
Giant vs. The Samoans & Ernie Ladd. – JYD, Dusty & Andre over in 7:45. This match is on the
awesome Legends of Mid-South DVD put out by WWE, so it’s easy to track down. Babyfaces 
shone early with lots of teamwork; Andre looked in good shape and moved around pretty damn 
well. They teased an Andre/Ladd face-off and the two eventually squared off. Ladd took an 
amazing “Tim-ber!” bump from an Andre chop. The heels triple teamed Andre in their corner for 
the heat then Dusty ran wild on everyone off the hot tag. Watts said Dusty had signed an 
“exclusive” contract with the Mid-South Booking Office and all his dates would have to be 
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approved by the promotion. Watts claimed, Vince McMahon, Joe Blanchard, “Baba and the All 
Japan Group” amongst others had been blowing up the phone to book the Dream. Things broke 
down and all 6 men brawled in the ring; the Samoans double slammed Andre then Dusty & JYD 
backdropped Ladd over the top. Finish saw Andre pin Ladd with a SPLASH OFF THE SECOND 
ROPE! – This wasn’t the smoothest match, but with so many bonafide legends in the ring it was 
truly a great spectacle. 

Mr Olympia vs. Zapata. – Squash for Olympia in 3:50. It seems the trend of guys losing their first
names isn’t just a WWE thing, as poor old Carlos Zapata lost his long before Antonio Cesaro or 
Alexander Rusev. Olympia moved like lightening and landed a dropkick after an awesome double 
leapfrog, dropdown spot. Olympia won with a sleeper and looked very impressive in his first 
appearance. – Mr Olympia was journeyman worker, Jerry Stubbs, who was the original “Mr 
Perfect” in Ron Fuller’s Continental Championship Wrestling in 1986 after losing his mask to 
Bullet Bob Armstrong.

Ed Wiskowski vs. Tommy Wright. – Wiskowski over in 2:48. Unlike the previous babyface 
showcase, this was a total heel squash match. Wiskowski beat the hell out of Wright and refused to
go for pinfalls, instead opting to inflict more pain on his opponent. Boyd Pierce said Bill Watts had
left the announce table to catch a plane! WHAT?!!! It was like those “business meetings” that 
always seem to happen at 9pm on a Monday night. Wiskowski finally put Wright away with his 
goofy-looking back splash and backbreaker. 

Dick Murdoch vs. Bob Roop. – DQ for Murdoch at 8:32. Murdoch was the face and did a 
fantastic Ali -shuffle after landed some right hands. Roop went after the arm and slapped on some 
holds, even biting Murdock’s fingers at one point. Murdoch showed great agility and NIPPED UP 
out of an armbar, however the dastardly Roop took him back down with a handful of hair. Finish 
saw Murdoch go for the Brainbuster but Paul Orndorff hit the ring for the DQ. Murdoch out-
manoeuvred Roop & Orndorff, who played the bumbling heels and bumped into each other then 
Bob Orton Jr showed up and the 3 heels put the boots to Murdoch. Ted Dibiase ran out to make 
the save and the bad guys ran away even though they had the man advantage. – The action was kind
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of slow and it felt like they were just killing time until the DQ, but it was still cool to see Murdoch 
pulling out a kip-up! 

Ernie Ladd was with Boyd Pierce at the desk. Ladd was furious and claimed the faces cheated in 
the 6-man earlier. He said everyone was going to pay for what happened, especially JYD and told 
Boyd he had “bought the contact” for the next match, which was supposed to feature Rick Ferrara 
& Jerry Novak but the Samoans would be taking their place.

The Samoans w/Ernie Ladd vs. Frank Monte & Jesse Barr. – A slaughter for the Samoans in 
2:18. Afa & Sika killed Monte & Barr to death. Sika gave Barr a big chop and flying headbutt 
then Afa pinned him with a Samoan drop. – A nice little deal to get the Samoans some heat back. 

Non-Title Match: Bob Orton Jr (Mississippi Heavyweight Champion) vs. Mike George (Mid-
South Tag Champion). – George over in 0:56. Orton went for his piledriver but George countered
with an Atomic Drop which sent Orton into the turnbuckle and George got the pin with a Russian 
leg sweep. The Samoans hit the ring and attacked George, however his tag team partner JYD and 
Dusty Rhodes showed up to run the heels off.  – This was a weird deal. The match was pretty 
irrelevant and I’m guessing the Samoans would have run in for a DQ if we hadn’t already had a 
run-in DQ on the show, so they quickly got the match out of the way and went to the angle.

To close the show, Dusty Rhodes was with Boyd Pierce at the desk. Dusty said he was good 
friends with JYD and cut a promo on Ernie Ladd & the Samoans, whom he called “big baboons”,
which sounds pretty racist in 2015, but after what we witnessed last week from Dusty this was 
positively tame in comparison. 

There was some really solid stuff on this episode. The 6-man Dream Match was a great spectacle 
from a historical standpoint and the follow up angle with Ernie Ladd’s promo and the Samoans 
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killing some geeks was tremendous booking. Mr Olympia impressed in his debut and we had Dick 
Murdoch being Dick Murdoch, which is always a good time. As I have mentioned before, my 
collection of 1982 Mid-South TV is incomplete, so next week we’ll be jumping ahead to episode 
MS#126. I won’t give too much away, but that show is easily the best episode of Mid-South we’ve 
looked at yet, with some quite frankly genius booking on the part of Bill Watts.

Next Week's Issue

In next week's issue we return with a look at the 2015 Money in the Bank show, three weeks worth 
of RAW ratings, an edition of RAW that will almost certainly be dedicated to Dusty Rhodes, NXT 
with further build towards Joe/Owens and more!

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman
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